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GET ON THE BEAM AROUND
.

by Bruce Cooper
Station Manager of WRJR-FM

•

Since its inception seven
years ago, WRJR has been
plagued by being an FM radio
station. Many students at
'Bates are not aware of the increasing variety and quality
of programs offered on FM
,stations throughout the country including Maine, and thus
an AM (or Broadcast) radio
seems sufficient to them.
*
WRJR has been well aware
of the deficiency of FM receivers on the Bates campus, and
shortly after the station began
broadcasting in 1957, Alan
Wulff, the first Station Manager of WRJR, designed and
built a converter system to in.stall in the dormitories. The
object of this system was to
change the FM signals coming from the WRJR transmitter to an AM signal, capable
'of being picked up on Standard Broadcast radios.

built, and although the quality of the signal was improved,
the cost of at least $40 for each
unit makes the new system
unattainable.
For two years, WRJR has
been looking for a good quality, relatively inexpensive AMFM radio to sell on the Bates
campus. Last year a campuswide survey was taken to see
if the project was worthwhile,
and a surprising 110 students
showed an active interest in
purchasing such a radio.
An AM-FM radio, besides
receiving all of the programs
normally heard on a Broadcast radio, picks up stations
in this area including WMTW,
WCOU, and of course WRJR,
all on FM which is free of
static caused by electric shavers, fluorescent lighting, and
countless other electrical appliances.
WRJR has at last found
three receivers which meet our
qualifications, and they will
be available to students beginning today, October 14, at
the following prices:

The converter experiment
has proved of little, if any, use
'due to the weak signal re1. AM-FM Table Radio,
quired by the Federal Cornsuch a device and the neces- $24.00.
munications Commission for 2.10-transistor AM-FM Port•sarily thrifty construction. Re- able (Japanese), $19.45.
3.10-transistor AM-FM Portcently a new converter was
designed and a prototype able (American), $38.50, (features Automatic Frequency
4. 115-volt Adapter for #3,
Control)
$3.57.
Leadership
These prices are well below
Telecourse
retail, and WRJR is passing
en WCCB this saving on, making no
profit on the sales. Our sole
"The Dynamics of Leader- object is to be heard on as
ship", a five-week course in many static-free radios as pos'group control, premieres on sible.
We at WRJR hope that you,
WCBB/Channel 10 Wednesthe students, will take advanday, October 7, at 8:30 P.M. tage of this offer and buy,
This unique series of pro- benefiting both WRJR and
grams — combining group yourselves.
drama and expert commentary
—was created in 1962 by Dr.
Malcolm Knowles of Boston
University. Its purpose, to help
members of voluntary groups
and organizations become
•more effective as members
and leaders. In the two years
since its production, hundreds
of groups throughout the UnitNOTICE
ed States have benefited from
STEAK BROIL
its clearly illustrated principles and practices.
Today is the last day tickets
for the Homecoming Steak
I- To assist individuals and Broil may be purchased at the
groups to discuss and apply Alumni Office. The cost is $2
the concepts of the television per person.
'Programs, Leadership Rej sources, Inc. of New York has
BYLINE
prepared a viewers study
Last week's "Bates Abroad
guide. These may be obtained '64" was written by B1U Hiss
^by contacting the WCBB pro- '64. The STUDENT regrets the
gram offices in Lewiston.
omission of his name.

i

By Subscription

THE WORLD

HOMECOMING GAME,
DANCE THIS WEEKEND
A Back-to-Bates Rally opens Homecoming weekend at 7:30 P.M. Friday night.
Al Harvie and his "Bevy of Bateses" Beauty Contest will highlight the pep rally. Those going to Chase
Hall after the rally for refreshments and dancing will
be entertained by Bruce Kennedy and a screaming rock
and roll band.

MOCK ELECTIONS
Barry Goldwater or Bury Goldwater —
which will be your choice? You will be able to
make your decision on October 29th when the
Student Senate will sponsor a Mock National
Election for the Bates College student body.
The voting will take place between 9:00 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m. at the Alumni Gymnasium. There
are neither residential nor age requirements
for this election, so come out and support the
party and candidates of your choice!

MEETING HELD
FOR J Y A

Highlighting the first Homecoming in Bates' second Century of Operation is a dance
in the Alumni Gymnasium.
The dance theme is Around
The World. Lloyd Rafnell's Orchestra will provide music.
The Deansmen and the Merrimanders will add singing entertainment.
Co-Chairman Art Valliere
with the cooperation of the
North American Defense Command is reportedly rendering
the gym "unrecognizeable."

FACULTY COMMITTEE POSTS
GRADUATE STUDY GRANTS

Dean Healy acted as advisor when prospective Junior
Year Abroad students met
with him in the Filene Room
The Faculty Comittee on
last Thursday afternoon.
Graduate Study wishes to
The meeting gave the ad- bring certain important founministration a chance to learn dation grants to the attention
the students' latest plans and of all Seniors. Those interested
to explain the preparations in being considered for nomnecessary before application is ination should indicate their
filed. Students were given the interest to Dean Healy not
opportunity to ask any speci- later than Wednesday, Octofic questions they had about ber 21st. In most instances
November 1st is the deadline
the program.
for receipt of nominations by
In the next few weeks these the foundations.
students will examine cataIn several cases, those Senlogues, decide where they
want to go, and confer with iors interested in being nomDean Healy. Each student wil inated should also plan to
then begin applying to the take the Graduate Record .Excollege or university of his aminations on November 17th
choice. Every student must go for which registration must octhrough with the complete cur prior to November 6th.
application procedure of the More detailed information
institute to which he is ap- concerning the following
plying and arrange for room grants may be obtained at
Dean Healy's office in Lane
and board.
Hall or from Prof. Williams
The main purpose of the Chairman of the Faculty Comprogram is to give students an mittee on Graduate Study.
opportunity to expand their
The Danforth Graduate Felexperiences and to give language majors a chance to lowships are to assist men or
spend a year in a country
speaking their language.
In recent years the number
of Bates Students studying
abroad has increased sharply. Two years ago only eight
juniors were studying abroad.
Last year the number was
eleven, and this year Bates
has twenty - four students

Organizers of the weekend
were optimistic last weekend,
with plans running smoothly
and the Bates victory over
Worcester Tech indicating a
Winning streak for the Bobcats. Kick-off time for the
Bates - Middlebury game is
1.30.

studying in Europe, Lebanon
and Japan.
In the future Dean Healy
hopes to see this program expanded to include other parts
of the world — Africa, the far
East, and Latin America.

women engaged in pre-doctoral programs in any field
commonly taught in undergraduate colleges. Selection is
on the basis of outstanding
academic ability, integrity,
character and serious inquiry
into the Christian tradition.
The award is for tuition and
fees plus $1800 for each of
four years. Other national fellowships may be held concurrently. The deadline for nomination of two students by the
college is November 1st. The
foundation's purpose is to encourage and assist those planning a career as college teachers.
Woodrow Wilson Notional
Fellowships are granted to
1000 prospective men or women graduate students for their
first year of graduate study in
the humanities, social sciences, natural sciences and
mathematics where the candidate has a clear commitment to college teaching. The
grant is for tuition and fees
plus $1800. The deadline for
nomination is October 31st.
Rhodes Scholarships are
granted to unmarried men between the ages of 18 and 24
judged to have qualities as
laid down by Cecil Rhodes. A
high degree of distinction,
(Continued on page 2)
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(Grad. Study continued)
whether in intellect or character, is the most important
requirement. The grant is for
two years' study at Oxford
University and the value 01
the scholarship is approximately $2000 per year. Candidates may apply either for
the state in which they reside
or for any state in which they
have received at least two
years of college training. Applications must be filed witn
the Secretary of the proper
State Committee by November
1st.
The Rockefeller Brothers
Theological Fellowship Program offers male citizens under thirty years of age a
"trial year" during which the
Fellow seeks to determine
whether the ministry should
be his lifetime vocation.
About 60 fellowships are
awarded to those who are not
now planning to attend graduate theological school, but
would be willing, if awarded
a fellowship to attend such a
school for one year in order
to consider the ordained ministry. There is no obligation
to attend beyond the first
year.
Fellows may apply for admission to any Protestant
seminary which is a fully accredited member of the American Association of Theological Schools. The stipend proides for room, board, tuition,
fees, and $600 for books and
miscellaneous personal expenses. Men interested in this
program should contact Prof.
Walsh for more details and
advice, and should advise
Dean Healy concerning their
intention to apply for this fellowship. Nominations must be
received in Princeton not later
than November 20th.

Two-In-One Taxi

Review
I'll forego any kind of tract
or categorizing in tnis Iirsi
column to just say tnat i don i
lonow any universais in criticism because tney are dangerous ana only tend towaru
more "in" clicnes and narrow
minds. To propose, for instance, a detinue; "grammar'
of film, or condemn all "commercial" folk music as decadent, is an absurd and useless
business.
This column is called "Record and Film" for want of a
better name, and will include
along with record and movie
reviews, observations and in
formation on a variety of
subjects.
I have always had the high
est respect for Bob Dylan's
work as a writer and singer of
folk songs, and so it is with
much regret that I review here
his fourth album, Another Side
of Bob Dylan (Col. CL2193).
It is sad but positive prool
to support the rumors thai
Mr. Dylan's work is going
downhill. Not only has he
seemingly lost contact with
the world he once so passionately lived in and sang of in
masterpieces like
"Don't
Think Twice," and "North
Country Blues"; but, in keep
ing with America's Success
Establishment, Dylan has
further allowed his image to
go to his head.
People are rarely as strong
or sincere as we like to imagine; but, following the sensitivity and concern he used to
display, Bob's present state
represents an extremely unfortunate loss for us all.
The record itself is boring
and silly, and at times gives
the impression of a self-inflicted satire. The wonderful
craziness and insight of his
earlier "fun" songs like "I
Shall Be Free" seem lost in a
self - conscious, supersubjec

25 SABATTUS STREET

HOPPER

m%

By Peter Beekman

tive drone; "Chimes of Free
dom," the single "protest'
song, is trivial; and, finally,
Dylan has evidently abanaoned the terrmc blues style
tnat brougnt him fame wuu
nis iirst album, in favor of a
sound wmen sometimes oorders on rock 'n roll. In the
wake of disillusionment, I'm
also beginning to doubt the
worth of the two songs I diu
enjoy, "All I Really Want to
Do," and "Black Crow Blues"
(interesting piano work), ana
fear their attraction is pan
pity, part precedence (these
are the first two bands on side
one).
We can only hope Dylan
will read and think about the
"Open Letter" addressed to
him in Sing Out! (Nov. '64),
from the editor, Irwin Silber.
If Dylan continues down his
present path this great figure's three previous albums
will become his premature
"Last Sessions."
Mr. Silber says in part:
". . . I thought (and so did
you) of Jimmy Dean when I
saw you last — and I cried a
little inside me for that awful
potential for self-destruction
which lies hidden in all of us
and which can emerge so easily and so uninvited. . .
". . . Now, that's all okey—
if that's the way you want it,
Bob. But then you're a different Bob Dylan from the one
we knew. The old one neve,'
wasted our previous time. . ."
—T. Jurgens

has been added. They will
Bits and Pieces from that contain listings of all the Senate members and the presiSmoke-filled Room:
dents of all the campus organWell, the Senate helped pull izations.
a few strings and got upper
Chase Hall for a co-ed lounge.
WRJR FUND DRIVE
WRJR-FM, the college radio
station will begin its annual
fund drive Friday Oct. 16.
Shares of stock in the station
will be sold in dinner lines
at Commons and Rand at $.50
per share and three shares for
a dollar. A steak dinner will
be awarded the dorm contributing the most money per
capita to the drive. Students
are urged to donate as much
Also, the TV room is get- as possible to WRJR.
ting that one rather useful
item. A TV has been ordered
from Bates Electronics and
SALE
SALE
SALE
will be of the same type as
at
the one in lower Chase.
For those who do use the
lounge, the Senate is supplying Sports Illustrated, Life,
Saturday Review, and the New
Yorker for reading material.
However, if you have any
magazines lying around the
room and are tired of reading
them, donate them to the
lounge. They will be greatly
appreciated.

Three test decks of cards
will also be supplied. A bit of
discussion was needed on this
because some of the upperclass senators remembered
what had happened to other
decks in lower Chase several
years before. Cards will become a regular part of the
lounge is these trial decks
are not permanently appropriated by students.
The Senate is sponsoring: a
Student Mock National Election on October 29. Get out
and vote!

Milady Fashions
at 51 Court St., Auburn
(Just Across the Bridge)
Everything Reduced

Amazing Values
on New Merchandise
Shirts - Sweaters Blouses - Dresses

When the Directories come
out, note that something new

Bargain Table
—o—
Buy Now and Save

DORA CLARK TASH STUDIO

DOSTIE JEWELER

Three Days Only
Friday - Saturday Monday

"Photographically Yours "

Large Selection of
SOLID GOLD
PIERCED EARRINGS
&
STERLING SILVER CHARMS

17 Park St.

Lewiston

FOR SALE
BASS FIDDLE
with chrome stand & canvas
carrying case
Excellent Condition used 1 yr.
Tel. 782-0334 after 6:00

VINCENT'S GIFT SHOP
LISBON STREET

LEWISTON

Corner Main & Lisbon Sts.
Lewiston

LEWISTON
Nearest To The Campus
Tel. 784-5251

-°J£
'/'«v

MANUFACTURERS NATIONAL

LEWISTON AUBURN, MAINE

Member r.D.LC
COCKTAILS — STEAKS — CHOPS — SEA FOOD
WEDDING AND BANQUET FACILITIES
Washington St.
Auburn
782-5464
LOU'S

SUNOCO

Learning about a European buffet.

Fine Efficient Service
Sa battue St.

Lewiston

Malenfant's Dairy.
"Always An Adventure"
Specializing in Flat Tops

Ice Cream Smorgasbord

Art's Barber Shop

Open Year'Round

Arthur Hughes, Prop.

1472 Lisbon Street

274 Sabcrttus St.
Lewiston, Maine
Lewiston, Maine

25,000 EUROPEAN
JOBS
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
—25,000 jobs in Europe are
available to students desiring to
^^11
_ _~ ^^« spend a summer abroad but could
not otherwise afford it. Monthly
wages range to $300 and jobs include resort, office, child care, facFREE — Fast Pick-up and Delivery Service
tory, farm and shipboard work.
$250 travel grants will be given
"3 HOUR" Cleaning Service
to the first 5000 applicants. Job
(When Brought In)
and travel grant applications and
full details are available in a 3ftpage illustrated booklet which
TOP VALUE WORK — TOP VALUE STAMPS
students may obtain by sending
$2 (for the booklet and airmail
postage) to Dept O, American
CALL 784-6872
Student Information Service, 22
Aye. de la Liberte, Luxembourg
Lewiston
315 Lisbon Street
City, Grand Duchy of IITTTTIBbourg.
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THREE

GUIDANCE
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY, 21 October,
RUTGERS - THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY
(Graduate School of Public
Accounting). Professor W. J.
von Minden will interview
juniors and seniors interested
in Graduate Training and Careers in Business (Accounting).
THURSDAY, 22 October,
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL SERVICE.
Mr. Richard Love '63 will interview juniors and seniors
interested in Management and
Specialized Training Opportunities in State Government
Agencies.
ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS SHOULD SIGN UP
IMMEDIATELY AT THE
GUIDANCE AND PLACEMENT
OFFICE.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Sociology and psychology
majors may want to note social worker opportunities with
the Connecticut State Welfare
Department. Positions in the
area of public assistance and
child welfare are open to college graduates with social science backgrounds. A qualifying exam is required. Application forms as well as announcement forms for Connecticut State examinations may
be obtained from the Personnel Section, Connecticut State
Welfare Department, 1000 Asylum Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut.
The American National Red
Cross announces career opportunities in social casework,
group work (recreational),
and various office and clerical
positions. Any senior interested should check additional

information in the Guidance
and Placement Office.
The Friendly Ice Cream
Corporation announces opportunities in management. Various positions along with details about the company's
executive training program
are explained in a pamphlet
entitled "Management Careers," available at the Guid-1
ance and Placement Office.
Senior women interested ini
careers in the publishing field
should note opportunities at
the Doubleday Company. Each
women are employed in the I
year a small group of college ;
company's training program.
Trainees must perfect their
clerical skills so that they type
SO words per minute and take
shorthand at 100 words per
minute by the time they begin
work. A schedule for orientation meetings for 1964-65 is on
file at the Guidance and
Placement Office.
GRADUATE TRAINING
Juniors and seniors planning teaching careers on the
elementary or secondary level
may be interested in the Masters in the Art of Teaching
(MAT) Program in Team
Teaching offered at the University of Maine. The program
NEHI BEVERAGES, INC.
involves one year of internBottlers of
ship teaching at one of ten
Royol Crown Cola and
LOBSTERLAND
Maine school systems at half
Diet Rite Cola the regular salary and two
Around Corner from Priscilla
Washington St.
Auburn summers of free coursework
with a supplementary income
BLAKE ST.
LEWISTON

Henry's Esso Station
Corner Campus Ave. and
Sabattus St.
Lewiston, Maine

u

Tel. 782-9120

,

Joe's

390 Lisbon St.
LEWISTON, MAINE

Barber

Shop
SAM'S

Next To 2 in 1 Cab

ONLY 1 BLOCK

(

Proprietors
CARMIN DUBE
DORA TURMENNE

Good Chinese Food

SABATTUS ST.

LEWISTON, MAINE

"Stop On Your Way
Downtown"
418 Main St.

Lewiston

Quality Gas & Used Cars
"At Lowest Prices"
SACRE'S DISCOUNT CORNER
College & Sabattus Sts.
LEWISTON
Opp. Luiggis

"Watch for our Chinese
Smorgasbord"

LEWISTON Park Street

Neighborhood Barber Shop

Lewiston

FORTUNATO'S TEXACO
Cor. Sabattus & Howe Sts.
Dial 782-9076
Cor. Main & Russell Sts.
Dial 782-9158
Lewiston, Maine

TERMINAL
BARBER SHOP
"Next Door to the
Greyhound Station"
218 Main St.

Lewiston

RESTAURANT
FROM BATES COLLEGE

LEVASSEUR'S

413 Main Street — Lewiston

1

RESTAURANT

1?

AT

MARIE'S

NANKING HOTEL AND

Salon

Corner of Russell & Main Sts.
Lewiston

.

Beauty

Across from Luggi's

Dealer"

2 BARBERS
* 29 Sabattus St.

ESSO

"Your Neighborhood Esso

*FAST - EFFECTIVE HAIRCUTS

tf

Blanch's

Compliments
HANSON'S BARBER SCHOOL

to cover living expenses. Anyone desiring further information should obtain an inquiry
card from the Guidance and
Placement Office or write to
Dr. David Fink, 121 Education
Building, University of Maine,
Orono.
Michigan State University
has recently announced a
number of scholarship grants
amounting to as much as $4,000 per year. The awards will
be presented to outstanding
students who qualify through
an invitational competition
among students admitted to
graduate study at Michigan
State prior to January 1, 1965.
Applications for admission
may be obtained from Graduate Division, Office of Admission, Michigan State University, East Lansing.

SERVICE STATION

Regular Size HAMBURGER

19c

Maine LOBSTER ROLLS

40c Road Service - Phone: 782-9386
65c

TURGEON 'S

INC.

Main & Sabattus Streets — Tel. 782-3481
VARIETIES

STILL "LEWISTON'S" BEST COFFEE

Cor. Howard k Sabattus Sts.

PAPERBACKS — SCHOOL SUPPLIES
LUNCHEONETTE — PATENT MEDICINES
COSMETICS — GREETING CARDS — NYLONS

Open Daily from 6 A.M. to 7 P.M.

Lewiston, Maine

"WE HAVE EVERYTHING"

Steak HAMBURG PLATE

Sunday — 8 A.M. to 2 P.M.

FOUR

}M
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AS BATES VOTES . . .
Before the National Elections in 1960, the Bates
Young Republicans and Young Democrats sponsored a
week of political activities, highlighted by a political
dance at which the winners of the Mock Election were
named.
The two political groups, then as now, were active
in setting up headquarters in Lewiston, and in making
house to house surveys. The primary goal of the two
clubs as stated in 1960, was "to get more and more students interested in Politics."
This year, the Young Republicans and Young Democrats have not publicly stated on the Campus what
their positions are, something unusual for political clubs
in an election year. They are, however, extremely active in the Lewiston area, getting people out to vote for
Lyndon Johnson, whether they are Republicans or Democrats.
The Student Senate is bringing politics to the Campus in 1964. A mock election is an excellent opportunity for students, especially those still too young to vote,
to hear arguments voiced, to voice their own, and finally, to do something about their political convictions
by voting.
The student who is not interested enough to vote
in 1964 will probably not vote in 1968. Indeed, how
many of the people whom our two campus clubs are
herding to the polls now had college education and
missed the opportunity there to learn the importance of
voting? A vote is for the citizen proof that his voice does
mean something, that he can participate directly in his
government.
In 1960, 688 students voted: 523 for Nixon-Lodge
and 165 for Kennedy-Johnson. The voting faculty (47),
gave Nixon-Lodge victory by one vote: 24-23.
The Bates STUDENT throws its full support to the
Johnson-Humphrey Ticket, and hopes that in 1964 the
nation will follow Bates in electing this ticket. We can
then repeat the cry, mistakenly voiced in 1960, "As
Bates votes, so votes the Nation." E. P. R.
JYA . . . THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING A STUDENT
Bates College offers an unusual opportunity for extending a liberal education to include the education of
another country, not only in terms of institutions, but in
learning to adapt and live in a new and entirely different country, often speaking different languages.
From discussions with many Students in Europe
taking JYA's, we found that Bates is almost unique in
its treatment of this program. Bates is the only college
we know of which gives full credit to Students studying
abroad on an independent program, provided they take
a minimum number of courses, and that these courses
coincide with what the participating student misses at
Bates.
This attitude indicates that Bates regards the JYA
experience itself as an education, an extremely liberal
and forward-looking stand in a world where credits
and hours are often more important than the subject
matter.
Financially, as well as academically, the JYA is a
success. Most, if not all the students who were abroad
last year spent as much and frequently less than they
would have had they remained to study in America.
A Europe-bound student, supplied with the necessary I. D. cards and well-informed about Student discounts in hotels, movies, airplanes, trains, boats, and
restaurants, discovers that in Europe, Student is spelled
with a capital.
We feel that Bates, with her liberal attitude towards the liberal arts student has also capitalized this
word. E.P.K.
WRJR . . . CAMPUS RADIO
The annual WRJR Fund Drive is beginning this
week, accompanied by an attempt to develop a wider
radio audience on campus. This drive for funds and
listeners is actually only an increase in fervour of the
continual campaign to provide Bates with a potent radio
station.
WRJR is beset with two chronic ailments. It has
been plagued with financial problems and a series of
struggles to make itself heard at all. The latter problem — a result of the scarcity of FM radios among the
studentry — has been unsuccessfully dealt with in the
past by the "converter experiments." Starting this
year, the station has made arrangements to permit
Bates students to buy AM-FM radios at wholesale
prices, through the auspices of the station itself.
Hopefully, enough students will take advantage of
this offer to greatly increase the number of potential
WRJR listeners. The financial situation, however,

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

To the Editor:
Bill Hiss's article on the
Aurelia voyage this September
represents one personal view
of a student sailing. The picture, though interesting, is incomplete, and the attitude is
unfortunate. It is the first
contact with the strangeness
and independence waiting for
the student on the JYA program, and his reactions indicate in some degree how he
will meet tne cnaiienge ot tne
wnole year.
Tne author's attitude towaru
the snip, the crew, the foou
and the activities was disturomg. The program on all Council on Student Travel ships
is well organized and at the
same time varied. From Calisthenics at 7:30 (which many
people do enjoy) to seminars
on Faulkner at 11:00, ana
square-dancing to classical
music, the program is led by
competent and often super o
directors.
As for breakfast, not only
pork chops and onions, but also steak and onions, all varieties of eggs, cheeses, cereals, breads, and beverages
are offered. And the crews on
our boats have been capable,
entertaining and appreciated.
If the students abuse their
freedom and independance on
the crossing, the crew has not
only the right, but the duty
to intervene.
Nothing in Bill's article implied an active or mature interest in the program on
board. On all of our studentsailings there was some degree of participation, and usually very stimulating. Hopefully Bill, and whoever else
the article may pretend to
represent, approach their year
abroad more positively.
Junior Year Abroad Students,
1963-64
Karen Brown, Shirley Fuller,
Susan C. Smith

REPORT FROM
WASHINGTON

By Ned Brooks
"How do you do. I am Dean
Rusk and I'm Secretary of
State." This statement was
even more obvious than many

To the Editor:
It is interesting that the
editor has never appeared at
a Senate meeting nor has he
thought it worthwhile to
speak to us in order to find
out the basic facts. He has, so
it seems, derived information
second-hand from campus
conversations and his own
questionable deductions.
In regard to opposition to
the 4/3 Option the clause, "the
Senate became studiously inactive" as written in the
"Bates Student" of 8 October,
is false.
In truth, the Senate's Extended Operations Committee
reported to the President.
Their statement OPPOSED the
adoption of all three proposed
plans, and offered Three suggestions. They were 1). That
the present semesters be
scheduled more advantageously, 2) That the present
school year be divided into
three shorter semesters, 3).
That a summer school be established to make year round
use of the facilities.
Criticism is useful only if
based on fact. We hope that
this will be the case in the future.
Edward F. Brooks
President, Student Senate
Peter Burrill Beekman
Sophomore Senator
Whether studiously inactive
or scholastically active, the
fact is that the Senate's protest was late last year. The
point is that the mere reiteration of the protest this year
will do nothing toward solving the problems of the 4/3
Option. Ed.

must be made secure if these listeners are to be guaranteed something to listen to.
Since the radio station of Bates College is not
granted money from the Student Activities Fee which
supports other all-campus organizations, it is forced to
go through the arduous Fund Drive to sustain itself
from year to year. There is no reason for this state of
affairs to exist today. Vigorous Student Senate action
could change this illogical situation. Meanwhile, we
strongly urge you to contribute to your own enjoyment
by contributing to WRJR.

tates W ttuimt
Peter d'Errico '65
Editor-in-Chief
Peter Reich 65
Associate Editor

Stephen P. Adams '65
Managing Editor

Anno Gonley '66
Feature Editor

Peter Beekman '67
Newt Editor

Nick Basbanes '65
Sports Editor

Robert lam '65
Business Manager

Allan Hartwell '67

Photographer

Alan Cruickshank '66

Advertising Manager

Sally M. Smyth '65

Secretary
Mr. David A. Nelson
Faculty Advisor
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of the generalizations I heard
at a meeting of students at
the White House on October 3.
The speakers were Dean Rusk,
Robert McNamara, Willard
Wirtz, and President Johnson.
For the most part, the speeches described general policy
and contained nothing new
of earth shaking importance.
This, of course, was to be expected. Politicians have a way
of becoming wary just before
election.
Both Rusk and McNamara
made it clear that there is absolutely no possibility of deliberate nuclear war. Russia
and the United States are capable of nuclear retaliation
should one country attack the
other and it is evidence from
what they said that neither
country would hesitate to
counterattack. Nuclear war
would be brief but devastating. 300,000,000 lives would be
lost.
Wirtz-Worrisome
Secretary of Labor Wirtz
worried me somewhat. He said
the loss of manpower due to
strikes is insignificant, but
made no comment about the
effect of strikes on the economy. Automation and continued technological improvements are essential if the U.S.
is to maintain a favorable
trade balance with foreign
countries, Wirtz said.
He offered no thoughts on
the lack of jobs created by
automation, but said he was
optimistic. Optimism, like generalities, seems to be necessary for an incumbent before'
an election. Incidentally, my
guess, based on what I heard
at the conference, is that Wirtz
may not remain Secretary of
Labor.
President Johnson then
made a brief speech. He announced the formation of the
White House Fellows. Every
year fifteen young people between the ages of 23 and 35
will become Fellows. They will
be given positions on the
White House staff or be assigned to a cabinet member.
Mr. John Macy, a member of
the Fellows Commission, latertold a group of us "that all
one has to be to get one of
these jobs, which lasts fifteen
months, is "excellent in everything."
Lynda Cracks the Whip
Following the speeches we
formed a line to shake the
hands of the First Family,
minus Luci. Rusk had posted
the major college football
scores on a blackboard for us
to read as we went by. I, as
the others, barely survived
Lynda's handshake. She grabs
your hand as If it were the
only thing between stability
and falling off a precipice. She
then draws your arm up and
snaps it down as if she were
cracking a whip and proceeds
to throw it away.
After pulling myself together, I followed the line to a buffet dinner. The President came
in and several of us cornered
(Continued on paae 5)
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him in an attempt to get
, further news about the Fellows. He didn't elaborate. Five
By Peter Reich
secret service men were next
to him throughout dinner; one
Three JYA girls have responded to the description
* holding his plate, another his of American students and their high-life on the Aurelia
ginger-ale. Needless to say, which Bill Hiss calls representative.
the security precautions were
It was pointed out to me
fantastic.
that in many of my articles almost no regulations that we
i
Conferences and Other Topics sent from France and from the would label "Strict" regarding
After dinner, Lynda gave Groote Beer, I too, emphasized its consumption. The only
her "party." This affair con- drinking.
time 1 got even slightly hign
* sisted of presenting The Stan
As I recall my first article, was when another American
Getz Quartet, Bob Newhart, written in the bowels of that and I introduced some Frencn
and The Chad Mitchell Trio. doomed crate (rumour had it copains to Gin.
As she said, "There are cer- that the hold was filled with j French Universities and
* tain advantages to being the concrete), was laudatory of Dorms have very little troudaughter of the President." the inexpensive liquids thai ble with drinking. Indeed, the
Later, I got into discussions ran like water over the ship. main problem in Grenoble re. with Mr. Macy and Joe FraI was excited by the free- garding liquids was to prevent
zier of The Chad Mitchell Trio. dom and by the lack of dis- boys from throwing water
Mr. Macy, who is Chairman of cipline imposed by the Coun- bombs from the seventh story
the Civil Service Commission, cil on Student Travel repre- onto the numerous military
« told us that these student con- sentatives. No doubt, I wanted parades that passed below.
ferences may be held annual- to give a Madison Avenue atThe American Hiss describes
ly. Joe Frazier's topic was traction to the prospect of a are those whom the French
somewhat less weighty than year in Europe by suggesting call betes et naives; the Amer* those of the President and that you can get drunk when- icans who go to Athens and
Cabinet Members. He de- ever and wherever you want, sit all day in front of the
scribed a drunk belting him and that you can break as American Express cafe and
with a bottle in Chicago.
many windows as you want, who spend nights in the Amer* In all probability, the rea- depending upon the nature of ican bars so they can come
son for the conference was po- your concierge.
home and say "Man, Athens
litical. It's too bad the meetIn France liquor is available was really a swingin' place."
ing was called solely for Its to all and in all forms with
The Americans not well
intrinsic worth, but for me
enough represented by Hiss,
but certainly, we hope, repretha 18 a small point. Being sentative, are the Americans
in the White House and the found in youth hostels; the
chance to hear our country's ones with knap-sacks instead
leaders is an experience, of of plaid air-weight luggage;
course, I'll never forget. I the ones who hitch-hike inthank Deans Randall and stead of buying Gurailpass;
ROG-MOC
Boyce and President Phillips the Americans who seek for
"Genuine Hand Sewn
for giving me the opportunity. :themselves and who find
<
Moccasins & Slippers"
»--——■—--.-■— ---.-—— without Europe on Five; the
Imported English 10-oz.
JEAN'S
Americans who do not have
Water-Proof Chrome Leather
t0
Modern
Shoe
Repair
!
8et drunk in the middle of
Made to Order
the Atlantic in
Brussels, Lon,103 Minot Ave., Auburn, Me. P. F. Sneakers - Year round
„
.
I, . i
, ,
don, Paris, Rome, and Athens
Open Til 8:30 and Saturdays
Repa.r all styles of shoes
to enjoy Europe
DIAL 782-6295
195 Main St.
Lewiston
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CAR WASH
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Bates Street Laundry
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PHONE 784-8727

*

Call Us and We Will Pick Up
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students have
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SEA MOOR RESTAURANT

$1.25 Including White Walls

CAROL BLAISDELL
MILLIKEN HOUSE

Central Maine's
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COLLEGE PHARMACY,

Wednesday Special
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For $1.00
Also Charcoal Steaks
& Sea Food
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Fair
INC.
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PRESCRIPTIONS
PROMPTLY FILLED!

Bates St., Lewiston

"You rely on your doctor —
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143 COLLEGE ST - LEWISTON. ME
Tel. STate 2 3771

Complete FLORIST Service
DUBE'S
Flower Shop, Inc.
195 Lisbon St.

Dial 784-4587

— FLOWERS WIRED WORLD WIDE —

LAFAYETTE ELECTRONICS
"A Complete Line of
Electronic Equipment"
131 LISBON ST.

ROLLINS
Office Supply Co., Inc.
Office Furniture 8c Supplies
249 Main St., Lewiiton, Maine
Phone 782-0141

LEWISTON

Tel. 782-7331

Supersonic

Sim's

LIVE LOBSTER
DRIVE ■ IN

Fresh Lobster Rolls

Roger and Regina LaBrecque
Make Peek's your
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shopping habit

FIVE

CAR WASH, INC.
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SOCCER TEAM OPENS WITH
WIN OVER NASSON, MAINE
The Soccer team bulldozed
Its way through two game
but losing teams to start its
season on the winning route.
Nasson fell on Thursday by a
score of 4 to 1 and U. of Maine
on Saturday by a score of 4
to 1 before an enthusiastic
crowd of Bates spectators.
At Nasson, the Lions drew
first blood, probably owing to
the Bobcat's first game jitters.
Coach Roy Sigler breathed
easily again as Bob Lanz
evened the score 1 to 1 before
half-time.
In the third and fourtn
quarters the Sigler system o.
platooning and conditioning
payed off for the Garnets.
Bates kept a fresh man in the
game at all times while Nasson relied on its first 11. Ai
the outset of the third quarter a dangerous play penalty
was drawn by Nasson in their
goal area causing an indirect
kick to be taken at the place
of infraction.
Bob Lanz passed the ball to
Bruce Peterson who rocketed
it into the goal. Later, in the
fourth quarter another infraction brought Peterson to the
penalty shot line. With no hes
itation Peterson slashed a bullet into the upper right hand
corner far from the goalie's
reach. Bob Lanz shattered any
of Nasson's hopes with a spinning shot in the lower right
hand corner that caught Nasson's goalie asleep. This ended

the scoring, Bates with 4 NasThe Black Bears bounced
son with 1.
back with a tally from a penSaturday found the Bob- alty shot resulting from a
cats facing a much improved hand ball in front of the

W. A. A.
By Marcia Flynn
The first few practice sessions of the girls' Field Hockey Team took place this
week. As usual, we ask to
have as many girls as possible
show up: we need two complete teams for a worthwhile
session.
We have some potential assets for the team this year,
among them, a full-fledged
goalie! This is definitely a
switch from the past few
years in which we have had to
use an untrained goalie.
Another asset should be our
defensive line. In previous
seasons, this part of the team
has showed weakness. But, led
this year by the hard drives
and skillful tackles by Betsy
Harmon, the defensive unit
looks quite good.

and formidable U. of Maine
team. Hungry for victory, the
Bears were hustling as never
before. In the first half the
two teams battled fang and
claw to a scoreless tie.
In the half-time huddle
Coach Sigler fired up the Garnet, stressing that endurance,
conditioning and hustle would
win the game. Taking these
words seriously, Chris Mossberg literally "hustled" the
ball into the Black Bear nets
for the first score of the game.
With the score 1 to 0, Bruce
Peterson added another wound
to the Bears by heading in a
Bob Lanz corner kick.

Bates net. This sparked the
Bears to hustle more. Their
hustle proved futile though for
their goalie sealed their fate.
With ten minutes to go in the
game, Ed Wells and the Bear
goalie collided. The Referee
called a foul resulting in a
penalty kick. Again Peterson
drew the honors and knifed
this shot into the right hand
corner to crush the Maine
spirit. The final minutes saw
Bates pressing the attack and
running the Maine defense
ragged.
Coach Sigler remarked on
the team play as good. He
was impressed by the results
of the platoon system. He
singled out Mark Hennessey
and Wells for hustle along
with the defense work of
George Beebe and Bob Thompson. Ted Foster also looked
good in the goal, getting position on the Maine forwards
before they shot. Bates faces
a tough Boston University
team on Friday which will
prove whether Bates really
has a good team or not.

Rain has given us several
cancellations because the field
does not drain at all. If the
weather holds out, we should
have a potentially winning
team.
The team roster will be announced soon, for we have a
scheduled game against Plymouth State in two weeks.
And of course, the play day
against Maine and Colby is
coming up within a month. So,
come out and play even
though you don't want to be
on the team—we need your
support?

Lewiston Auto Sales
HONDA - SAAB
MICRO - SIPEING
810 LISBON ST.
LEWISTON
TEL. 783-2051

BEDARD'S
MAINE'S ONLY
Drive-in Pharmacy
Phone 784-7521
Lewiston
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On Route 100 & 202, Just Outside Auburn, Half Mile from
Turnpike Exit No. 12 . . Phone
783-1498 . . . Room Phone
STARDUST MOTEL
Exclusive But Not Expens'v
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Warren S. Shaw Jr.
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Auburn Motor Inn
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Opposite Post Office
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!

Clark* 8 Pharmacy
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.
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24 FRANKLIN STREET
AUBURN. MAINE
Dial 784-5775 or 782-2686

VALIANT-PLYMOUTH

TOM CARR
Singled out this week for
Bobcat honors is junior Tom
(Junior) Carr. The big fullback led Bates in its second
victory of the year this past
Saturday at Worcester Tech.
For his efforts Tom was
named the E.C.A.C. fullback
of the week.
Tom scored the two Bates
touchdowns and picked up
the majority of Bates yardage
on the ground. He took the
first score in from the five
yard line, and the second on
three consecutive carries of
eight, one, and one yards,
starting from the ten yard line.
He also picked up the crucial
first down on the second scoring drive.
Tom is from Saugus, Mass.
and majors in math. This is
the third time that the twotime All-Maine selection has
been awarded the weekly Bobcat honor.

133 Lisbon Street
Lewiston, Maine

CHRYSLER-IMPERIAL

5-Year and 50,000 Mile Guarantee
MAIN ST. at BATES ST.

Bobcat of the week

— GUARANTEED USED CARS —
Ex—lient Service on All Make*
10% Off on All Service Work to Botos-AifUlatod

■AWESTCKftrMOSPHBtB

CHUCK WAGON
»

Drrve In Restaurant ■ -
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People
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Favored In Homecoming
DALERS BOW IN W.P.I. OPENER Cats
Tilt With Middlebury

The Bates Cross-Country
team went to Worcester Poly
Tech last Saturday and got
'beaten by a score of 23-32.

PLAYERS TO WATCH

Led by Captain Ken Trufant, the Bobcat harriers,
'hampered by a lack of depth,
suffered their first defeat of
the season.
3

The absence of sophomore
Karl McKusick was considered
by many a determining factor
in the Bates loss. McKusick is
'sidelined from an injury sustained during the summer.
Last year he led the Dalers
.with the most first places on
the squad, and set several
school records.
First place was taken by
Paulis of Worcester in 21:17
time, followed by Trufant in
22:12 time. Freshman Bob
• Plumb of Bates placed third in
22:27, with the next four
places going to W.P.I, men
Kelly, Lipsey, Barton, and
There will be an important
meeting of all candidates for
the varsity and junior varsity
, basketball teams on Thursday, Oct. 15 at 7:15 P.M. in
the Alumni Gymnasium.

CROSS COUNTRY TEAM AT PRACTICE START
HALFBACK FRED BEAMS
Williamson Bobcats Basil
Richardson, Kim Krutsig and
Jay Sweeney finished eighth,
ninth, and tenth respectively.
Bates is idle until Oct. 21
when they meet a powerful U.
Maine squad in Lewiston.
With a week and a half of
practice, Bates will be looking
for an improvement in the encounter with the Black Bears.

All men interested in partiJERRY'S VARIETY
, cipating on either the varsity
203
College St.
Lewiston
or junior varsity basketball
Sunday Newspapers
teams should be present at
ICE CREAM and CANDY
this meeting.
Of All Kinds
.
—Coach Peck

Last year's top scorer and
CO-CAPT. DAVE GIDDINGS

Commercials
on
Channel 10

PINELAND
MOTEL
A MOTEL THE WHOLE FAMILY
WILL ENJOY

. STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towl* — Gorhim — Lunl
He»d and Burton
International — Wallace

SAM'S

PIZZA

"GOOD ITALIAN FOOD"
you've tried the rest—
now try the best.
Main Street

50 Lisbon Street

Located on U. S. 202
2 Miles North of Maine
Turnpike Exit 12
Washington St.
Auburn, Maine
Dial 783-2044

Bates will celebrate its
homecoming this week-end by
meeting the Panthers of Middlebury University. The Vermont club sports a 1 and 3
record, having lost this past
Saturday 23-0 to unbeaten
Williams.

year, Co-capt. Dave Eddings
at left tackle, and Jeff Demong at left end.

The Panthers have an experienced backfield with the
exception of fullback, lacking
depth there. Middlebury will
use the double wing and open
Bates beat Middlebury last end.
year 14 to 9, but stands behind
The probable starting lineup
in the all-time record between
lists
John Kingman at center,
the two clubs. The Cats have
won 3, losing five and tying Jim Davis at left guard, Dave
Giddings and Frank Love at
three.
the tackles, Grant Matheke at
Middlebury has been exper- tight end, and Robert Royer
iencing offensive problems, at outside end.
having trouble to move the
In the backfield Jeff Mcball on the ground and failing
Kay
will start at quarterback,
to sustain marches.
Nick VanNes at fullback, and
Coach Duke Nelson's squad Fred Beams and Al Reilly at
features only 11 lettermen, the halfback slots.
four of whom are starters.
Game time is 1:30 .m. at
There are only two starters
Garcelon Field.
on the line who played last

Lewiston

Dial 784-5241

COOPER'S

• Headquarters for Diamonds
Member
American Gem Society
National Bridal Society
(CHARGE-BUDGET
Available
on easy payment terms

%

JIWELER V
83 Lisbon St.

leading rusher.

No

Howdy
Beefburgers
Beefburgers 15c
French Fries 12c
Cold Drinks
Thick Shakes
512 Canal St.
Lewiston
(1 block from Ritz Theatre)
open daily until 12
Fri. - Sat. until IKK) A.M.

Lewiston

FINE FOOD & QUICK SERVICE
CALL AND ORDER — YOUR FOOD WILL BE
READY WHEN YOU GET THERE
Sabattus St.

EMPIRE
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KIM

GEORGIO'S DRIVE-IN PIZZA
SPAGHETTI — ITALIAN SANDWICHES
New Location
Corner Russell and Sabattus Streets, Lewiston
Call — Your Order Will Be Ready When You Get There

PHONE 783-1991
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IN W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM S
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FERN'S
TAXI
784-5469

Lewiston

RITZ

31 Maple St.
Lewiston
TUES. - WED. THURS FRI.
"WILD AND WONDERFUL
Tony Curtis
Christine Kaufmann

Priscilla

Friday
Saturday
Sunday

"MAN'S FAVORITE SPORT?"
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"DARK PURPOSE"
Shirley Jones

Rock Hudson - Paula Prentiss

Rossano Brazzi Maria Perschy - Charlene Holt

SATURDAY MATINEE
THE MAGIC FOUNTAIN
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
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Bates Dumps WP112-10 for Second Win
CARR SCORES BOTH TOUCHDOWNS;
WILLIAMS SHINES ON DEFENSE

By NICK BASBANES

At the time of this writing the World Series is going well for both teams. Both have lost a game in their
home park, but both are playing good ball. It might
have to go to the wire, however I feel that even if seven
games must be played, the Cardinals will still win.
This was a good week for Bates on the sporting scene.
The football team evened its slate by beating W.P.I,
and the soccer team opened with two wins over state
rivals. The cross country team, however, lost its debut.
The gridsters stand a good chance of going up on the
season's record this homecoming week-end with Middlebury. I pick Bates by two touchdowns.
The soccer team, after three years of varsity status, has
emerged as a powerhouse in the area. Coach Sigler
is quite pleased with his team and its efforts. The hooters play an expanded schedule this year, so the competition should be good. Bates did well last season in
the state soccer series, and this year should be no ex
ception. This time, though, they will take first place.
Intramurals opened last week, and the action is as good
as ever. This is an athletic phase that we hear relatively little of, but which is as important as any other.
It gives all boys a chance to compete in sports here, and
to this extent it is the most inclusive activity available.
With just a week gone by the competition is the best
that I have seen in four years at Bates.
It is also gratifying to report that the games are being
played with the sole objective of winning, not maiming,
as has unfortunately been observed often in the past.
Much credit here is due to the good work being put in
by the officials. Next week a new column will appear
in these pages, written by Bobby Bekoff, reporting the
many intramural happenings.

SNOWY WHITE LAUNDRY
"LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN"
COMPLETE LINE OF CLEANING
SHIRTS - PANTS - BUGS

The Bates football team,
spearheaded by two Tom Carr
touchdowns, defeated Worcester Tech 12-0 last Saturday for
its second win of the season.
The win evened the Bobcats
record on the year at two wins
and two losses.
Bates received the gameopening kick and marched 67
yards in 13 plays for the only
score of the half. The Bates
attack, starting out on the
ground with John Yuskis, Tom
Carr, and Tom Flach alternating carries, made good for
three first downs before a crucial pass play. Bill MacNevin
intended a pass for Bruce
Winslow but the pass was deflected by a W.P.I, defender,
and fell into Winslow's hands,
good for 20 yards.
Look-In
Two first downs later MacNevin fired a look-in pass to
Winslow, and the ball was on
the five yard line. Tom carried it from there on an inside
sweep with a key block from
MacNevin. Ritter's try for the
extra point was no good.
Greg Fortine kicked to the
engineers who took over on
their 40 yard line. A thirty
yard pass to Moran brought
the ball to the Bates 30, and
two sweep runs took the home
team to the Bates four yard
line, where it was first and
goal to go. Three running
plays to the inside failed to
penetrate the Bates middle of
the line on a fine defensive
effort.
The remainder of the half
saw two more serious efforts,
a W.P.I, drive to the Bates 20,
where they fumbled, and an
engineer threat thwarted by a
pass interception by Jack Williams to end the half.
The second half opened
with Bates kicking to W.P.I..
and they punted to the Bates
35.
Flach took the ball on a

sweep to the Bates 45, followed by two Tom Carr runs
of seven yards apiece. A lookin pass to Grant Farquhar
gave Bates the ball on W.P.I.
30 on third down with three to
go. Carr carried for the first
down to the 27. After a number of running plays the Bobcats had possession on the 10
on first down. Three runs by
Carr, of eight, one and one
yards gave Bates its final
score of the game.
A Fortine pass to Flach for
the two point conversion
failed.
Everyone Plays
Bates had possession of the
ball for the better part of the
half. Coach Bob Hatch cleared
the bench, giving everyone a
chance to play.
SUMMARY
Bates (12)
Lc, Farguler; It, Traverso; lg, Brown;
c, Ritter; rg, Farrington; rt. E. Davis; re,
Window; qb, McNevin; Ihb, Yuskis; rhb,
Flach; rb, T. Carr.
Worcester T.ch (0)
Le, Moran; It, Kelley; lg. Dellavecchia;
c, Forrest; rg. Ondricek; rt. Berry; re,
Magiera; qb, Oliver; Ihb, Gallant; rhb.
Crump; fb, Flynn.
Score by periods;
Bates
6
0
6
0—12
Worcester
0
0
0
0—0
Bates substitutions: Callahan,
Ladik,
Goodlotte, Fox, Ireland, Richelsoph, Hardy, Barnes,
Williams, Morin,
Fortine,
Lyons, Nossman, Raftee, Pequignot.
Worcester substitutions: Terrick, Farley,
Bobseine, Payne, Korcick. Dufour, Gurske, Giuste Webber, Kelly, Baldrate,
Soulliere, Calabretta, Giannotti, Tata,
Sinuc. Patten.
Touchdowns: T. Carr 2.
Referee: Vincent; Umpire: M. Gibbons;
Head Linesman: Akerly; Field Judge:
Kaufman. Time: 4-IS's.

Phone 2-116
DESJARDINS
SERVICE STATION

STATISTICS
First Downs
Yards, Rushing
Yards, taateg
Passe', Attempted.
Completed
Intercepted by
Fumbles Lost
Punt, Number, Ave age
Penalties

Bates Wore.
12
II
165
51
76
143
U-7
2

0

7-39
5-38

29.11
1
2
4-34
0

ROSSINGOL FLYING A
515 Lisbon St.
Lewiston

General Repair & Service
Tel. 784-8092

\ty£p

For Your Cars Most
Frequent Needs
Roland B. Desjardins, Prop.
714 Main Street Lewiston, Me.
Auburn - Uwitren, Main*
Exit 12 TumpUw

T«L 7(3-1454

LeBLANC'S
CLEANERS
10 Lafayette Street
Coln-Op«r»i«d
DRY CLEANING
GIANT 12 ft LOAD
Pressing on Premises
5 Min. Walk from Campus

The defensive standout was
John Williams in the secondary, with good performances
turned in by Mike Moran at
the middle lineback spot, and
Jim Brown and Gerry Ireland
in the middle of the line.
Tom Carr shined on offense,
polling the majority of the
Bobcat yards on the ground.
Bill MacNevin played well,
mixing up his calls and completing 7 out of 10 passes.

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

DINING FACILITIES — COCKTAILS

Modern Cleaners
Campus Agaal
JOHN YUSKIS

OPEN TIU » DAIIY

BILL MoNEVIN

DIRECTIONS: 5 MINUTES WALK FROM BATES
1. Take Campus Ave. to Sabattus St.

FOR '65 CHEVROLETS
FOR OK USED CARS

Go Right on Sabattus St. Until You Come to

Delicious PIZZA

FOR FINE GM SERVICE

and

Orange St.
3. Go Left on Orange St.
4. Located at 26 Orange St., Lewis ton.

LOUIS

Italian Sandwich**
^CHEVROLET ^

675 MAIN STREET
PHONE 784-7368

LEWISTON

Real Italian Spaghetti
AUGUSTA - BRUNSWICK
LEWISTON - POLAND

